
 

 
 
Information related to Transport & Logistics 
 
 
Documentation & Paperwork issues : 
 
 
- Whenever a Carnet-ata is used, a Power of Attorney on headed paper with  
              identical signatures by the Team or Company Owner or the carnet holder, is  
              required, a draft text for such a document is hereby provided attached, but be  
              reminded that we need this on your own headed paper.! 
 
- Packing lists & Invoices are to show a clear description of goods, values per item,  
              plus the total value of all goods, and whenever available, please do show the  
              serial nrs of items & boxes for reference and identification by Customs Officials. 
 
- For the car(s) and/or any spare engine(s) that you may have, we require details    
              by means of the chassis & engine serial nrs, plus the car Brand Name & Model its  
              Color scheme, as well as Country of Origin, Year of manufacturing plus the Engine  
              Capacity, are required.! 
 
- Please DO provide pictures of the car, including its chassis & engine nrs. 
 
- For acceptance of your container by Ocean liners, a so-called IMDG - statement on   
              the Teams or Company owners headed paper is required, and for which you can  
              find attached template for your further use and reference.! 
 
- A valid CSC Inspection or Manufacturing Certificate of the container is to be  
             provided, but if missing or no longer valid, then your container will be inspected  
             upon departure from Sepang as to ensure valid certification is present for the  
             coming season.  (these Certificates are valid for 1 Year only.) 
 
 
Shipping, Handling & Container (un)loading issues : 
 
- Please ensure that your Car(s) & Goods are securely fastened by means of  
              strapping and /or other means of tie-down equipment, and block the 
              car and goods from moving inside of your container. 
 
- Use sufficient heavy duty straps ( min +3 ton ) for proper securing and fastening  
              of the car and other any other heavy equipment in your container. 
 
 
 



 

 
- We recommend you to add sufficient water/humidity absorption materials,           
              or crystal polymers in your container, which can be purchased in bags or   
              plastic containers, so to avoid corrosion of metal parts as much as possible   
              during the transit & time of shipping. 
 
- Make sure that your car is drained from fuel to an absolute minimum level, and  
              avoid shipping any other hazardous liquids or fluids in the container.! 
 
- The main power switch & battery are to be switched off/disconnected. 
 
- Do NOT take along any foodstuffs & soft drinks nor bottles of drinking water in  
              your container, as in many countries the importation of such items is forbidden  
              and/or subject to import permits, this potentially delaying or even resulting in  
              fines & penalties or worst, the confiscation of your container in the case these  
              items are discovered by Customs officials. 
 
- Please take good care when operating forklifts, we have noticed that not  
              everybody is as skilled and experienced to operate those machines, and accidents  
              can easily be happening, damaging either your own goods, other people’s  
              equipment, or even worse… and obviously we need to avoid any such incidents  
              to happen, so be reminded to operate this equipment with extreme care,  
              especially in wet/humid conditions.! (and please check your insurance coverage  
              for this kind of activities &/or possible incidents.!) 
 
 
Handling & Carriage of Dangerous Goods  
 
- Please be very careful with the handling of any potential flammable and or  
              corrosive materials/liquids.! Mind you that small incidents can have a big impact  
              or consequences not only for you, your team, but potentially also for the other  
              teams, if not for the whole Series.! 
 

- Mind you that the carriage of Dangerous Goods is prohibited, and we therefore 
encourage you to purchase lubricants, cleaners, sprays, paints, WD40 etc.. only 
locally at the respective event locations.  

 
- Please make sure that NO fuel drums.! (even not the empty ones.!!) are being  
              shipped inside of your container.  
 
- Make sure that cans and boxes containing Gearbox & Engine Oils are properly  
              closed to avoid leaking, and ensure that they are securely/safely stowed.  
              FYI – Engine and Gearbox oils are NOT considered as Dangerous Goods.! 
 
 



 

 
- Batteries are to be treated with extreme care and attention, by means of ensuring  
             them to be individually packed and safely stowed as to avoid interference with  
             any other metal parts in your container, causing potentially short circuits and /  
             or even worst, a FIRE.!! (Please realize that you will have a huge problem with  
             any insurance company in the case of proven negligence, be it with the carriage  
             of batteries, or any other dangerous goods.!) 
 
- Batteries are to be carried by preference inside their original equipment or hosts,  
              Properly packed and secured, and always at a minimal/empty charge/voltage.! 
 
 
Please understand that after recent serious incidents with fires on board of big/mega 
container vessels like the Maersk Honam (see picture below), the Maersk Kensington,  
as well as the MSC Flamina during the past year(s), Shipping lines and Port Terminals 
are applying stricter controls on screening of containers carrying potentially 
hazardous/dangerous goods.! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
Transportation Insurance 
 
In case you did not already arranged for it, we would strongly recommend you to 
consider covering your container and all of its contents under a proper transportation 
insurance police. 
 
 
Above described incidents with vessels show that the impact of an accident can have far 
reaching consequences, be it for any direct, or in-direct damage resulting from fires or 
other forms of container mis-handling, and/or any other sources such as bad weather 
and/or force majeure causes. 
 
If you would need any further guidance on the subject of additional transport insurance 
then please let us know, JAS can provide you such cover against competitive conditions. 
 
This document is provided to you for guidance purposes only, the packing/loading, 
state/condition and declaration of your container and it’s contents remains however 
your own responsibility. 
 
Please be careful when packing/unpacking your goods and container(s), stay safe, and 
lets all make a maximum effort in avoiding incidents, this for the sake of your own well-
being, as well as others, and the good reputation of the organizers and hosting Circuits. 
 
If you have any questions left in relation to this guiding document, then please don’t 
hesitate to ask so to make sure that all is understood and lived after. 
 
 
We wish you all a good racing season, with safe shipping and handling of all of your 
valuable cars and goods. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
For, and on behalf of all of us @ JAS Worldwide Motorsport Logistics 
Mike Zimmerman 

Dated ; 20th March 2018 
 
 
Attachments ; Power of Attorney & IMDG Declaration examples 


